
 

FIVE WAYS TO MAKE YOUR FRONT
PORCH FABULOUS...FOR UNDER

$250 AND TWO HOURS! 

 

Clean! Use a blower or broom to get off the debris and

knock down spider webs. If it’s really dirty, grab the hose.

It’s easy to look at this every day and overlook the dirt that

builds up and a little effort here will go a long way!

 

 

Wash your windows. It is amazing what a difference

clean windows and a glass storm door does for curb

appeal! It says to someone: If their windows are clean, the

inside of their house must be too. Who cares if it really is?!

Make sure your porch light glass is clean too. 

 

 

Replace your doormat or add one. Let’s face it,

outdoor rugs don’t last more than a season or two at

most. A fresh doormat is a great way to welcome your

guests and help prevent dirt from getting tracked inside

your home. Not sure what kind? Here are a few of my

favorites.

 

 

Update your porch light. Porch lights run anywhere

from $50-$250 depending on the style and size you

choose. Don't be intimidated by this, you can replace it in

under an hour without the help of an electrician. This a

good "how-to video" on YouTube. The basic instructions

are as follows:
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https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/AA5VEJO8BU9V?ref_=wl_share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MX5SVSKhjiM


 

Simply turn off the power and grab a drill. When you are

ready to disconnect the current light, take a picture of

how it’s wired. Disconnect and wire the new one the

exact way the old one was done. Secure to ceiling or wall

and turn the power back on. Viola! 

 

Paint your front door & replace hardware. Your front

door speaks volumes about what’s on the other side of

the door and is a direct reflection of your personal style

and how your live your life. Is it faded with dated

hardware? Grab a quart of Front Door Paint from

Modern Masters, painters tape, a brush, glass of wine,

and get to work. Carefully tape off the hinges and edges

so you don’t “go over” unless you intend to. I recommend

removing the hardware even if you are not going to

replace it because it’s so much easier to paint and not

difficult - just need a screwdriver or drill. While you are in

the process of replacing your hardware, you might

consider a wifi-enabled locking mechanism such as Nest.

In less than two hours your front door will look new and

refreshed again! 

 

P.S. A lot of people ask about whether or not they should

paint the inside of their door. The answer is, totally up to

you. If you are updating the inside of your home, then

absolutely. If you are not planning to refresh your interior

wall color, I would tend to lean away from it because it

may not match your existing interior style. You know how

one thing leads to another when you start a project…. 
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